
 

Climate change could outpace EPA Lake
Champlain protections, study says
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What future for Lake Champlain? A powerful new model from a team of
scientists at the University of Vermont suggests that climate change may pose
greater risks to the health of the lake than previously realized. The results may
have implications for how the EPA and others manage and regulate not just this
international lake but other freshwater lakes across the nation. Credit: Joshua
Brown/UVM
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New research suggests that Lake Champlain may be more susceptible to
damage from climate change than was previously understood—and that,
therefore, the rules created by the EPA to protect the lake may be
inadequate to prevent algae blooms and water quality problems as the
region gets hotter and wetter. 

"This paper provides very clear evidence that the lake could be far more
sensitive to climate change than is captured by the current approach of
the EPA," said University of Vermont professor Asim Zia, the lead
author of the new study. "We may need more interventions—and this
may have national significance for how the agency creates regulations."

The research was published November 17 in the journal Environmental
Research Letters.

More than modest

The study, led by a team of ten scientists from UVM and one from
Dartmouth College, used a powerful set of computer models that link the
behavior of social and ecological systems. Their results show that
accelerating climate change could easily outpace the EPA's land-use
management policies aimed at reducing the inflow of pollution from
agricultural runoff, parking lots, deforestation, cow manure, lawn
fertilizer, pet waste, streambank erosion—and other sources of excess
phosphorus that cause toxic algae and lake health problems.

The EPA's modeling to prepare its rules under what's called the TMDL,
for "total maximum daily load," concluded that "any increases in the
phosphorus loads to the lake due to the climate change are likely to be
modest (i.e. 15%)," the agency writes. But the eleven scientists, within
the Vermont EPSCoR program at UVM, who led the new modeling were
concerned that this approach might underestimate the range of likely
outcomes in a warmer future.
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UVM professor Chris Koliba, a co-author and social scientist on the new
study observed that, "there have been extensive efforts by federal
regulators, the State of Vermont, and many other stakeholders to try to
remediate and improve water quality in our watersheds. These should be
honored. The message of our research is not to demean that work, but to
say that in the long run protecting the lake is going to take a lot more
than what's being proposed right now."

Limited options

The new lake model, with support from the National Science
Foundation, integrates a much larger assembly of possible global climate
change models and greenhouse gas pathways than the current TMDL
approach used in its modeling. And the Vermont scientists delved deeply
into the indirect and interactive effects of land use changes, "legacy
phosphorus" that's been piling up for decades in the sediment at the
bottom of the lake, and other factors. From this, they created a set of
forecasts for what might happen to Lake Champlain over the next few
decades out to 2040—including changes in water quality, temperature,
and the severity of algae blooms. Their result: a much more dramatic
range of possible outcomes—and greater uncertainty—than those
assumed in the EPA's approach.

In several of the plausible hotter and wetter scenarios that the model
considers, a cascading set of problems could lead to phosphorous
pollution levels in segments of Lake Champlain that "drastically limit
land management options to maintain water quality," the team
wrote—especially in shallow bays like Missisquoi Bay that was the focus
of the new study. In the long run, the risk of underestimating the impacts
of climate change could lead to what the scientists call "intractable
eutrophic conditions"—a permanent change in the lake that leads to self-
perpetuating algae blooms, lost fisheries, and poor water quality.
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New tool

The new integrated assessment model created by the NSF-funded team
under the science leadership of Asim Zia provides a powerful tool that
goes far beyond understanding Lake Champlain.

By connecting sub-models—of human behavior and land use, watershed
dynamics, global climate models "downscaled" to the local region, and
the hydrology of the lake itself—the overall model links together "the
behavior of the watershed, lake, people and climate," said Judith Van
Houten, UVM professor of biology, director of Vermont EPSCoR, and
co-author on the new study. This provides "a way forward to pull back
the veil that often surrounds effects of climate change," she says.

"Integrating these models is an enormous achievement that will be
exportable across the US and be of practical use to many states and
countries as they try to develop policies in the face of climate change,"
she said. It can allow lake and land managers to test scenarios that draw
in a huge range of time scales and types of interactions, ranging from
water chemistry to air temperature to land use policies.

Only by solving this kind of model-of-many-models problem, "as we
have done," Van Houten said, could a tool be created that has predictive
power for decades ahead, "allowing stakeholders to test their ideas," she
says, and even "describing the health of the lake out to the turn of the
century."

UVM hydrologist Arne Bomblies, a co-author on the study, noted that,
"We show through this modeling work the importance of a more
comprehensive consideration of climate change impact mechanisms to
achieve water quality goals, and the need to adequately address climate
change uncertainty."
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"Lake Champlain's future is sensitive to climate change," Bomblies said,
"and similar challenges are faced by other impaired waters throughout
the United States." 

  More information: Asim Zia et al, Coupled impacts of climate and
land use change across a river–lake continuum: insights from an
integrated assessment model of Lake Champlain's Missisquoi Basin,
2000–2040, Environmental Research Letters (2016). DOI:
10.1088/1748-9326/11/11/114026
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